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INTRODUCTION 
Consider a non-autonomous, linear, ordinary differential equation 
* = a(t) x (x E P) (9 
where the matrix-valued function a(t) is uniformly bounded and uniformly 
continuous. Let D be the hull of or([lS]). Let [a,, b,] u ... u [a,, bn] be the 
spectrum of (*) in the sense of Sacker and Sell, and let IT% (1 < i < ~2) be the 
corresponding spectral subbundles ([lS]; see $1 below). If a(t) = E = const., 
then the [oj, hi] reduce to single points (namely, the real parts & of the eigen- 
values of E), and each Vi is the sum of all generalized eigenspaces corresponding 
to eigenvalues of LU with real part ai . 
In this paper, we will first (in $2) develope an “operator-theoretic” approach 
to the study of (*) and of its Sacker-Sell spectrum. Specifically, let E be the 
Banach space of all continuous sections of the (trivial) vector bundle Q x C”. 
Then (*) induces, in a natural way, a one-parameter group {TJ of automorphisms 
of E. The spectrum (operator-theoretic) of the infinitesimal generator A of 
(Tr} is (h E C / Re X E [a, , b,] u ... u [a, , b,]jl and the spectrum of T, is the 
union of the annuli {/\ E C I @it < ! h I < &t>. 
In 93, we use results of 92 to study the case when a(t) depends analytically on 
a complex parameter E. We show that (roughly speaking) the spectral sub- 
bundles Vi(c) vary analytically with E. In fact, the behavior of the Vi(c) is ana- 
logous to the behavior of the generalized eigenspaces of a complex matrix under 
analytic perturbation. We also discuss circumstances in which the intervals 
[ai( b,(c)] vary harmonically with E. 
Finally, we study the situation when all solutions to all equations in the hull 
of (*) are bounded ($4). Under certain assumptions on Q, we show that there is 
a “strong kinematic similarity” x = p(t) y taking (*) to an equation jj = /I(Z) y, 
where /3(t) is skew-Hermitean. If a(t) is almost-periodic, then “strong kinematic 
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similarity’ ’ means “p(t) is almost-periodic, with the same basis of frequencies 
as a(t)“. The proof is motivated by the methods of $2. ?Ve pay special attention 
to the case when (*) is two-dimensional and a(t) is almost-periodic. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for pointing out to him the paper by 
Cameron ([23]). 
1.1. Notation. In this paper, X will denote either 88” or CN (12;’ > 1) with 
the Euclidean inner product ( , > and corresponding norm / . j. If E is any 
Banach space, let L(E) be the space of bounded linear operators on E with the 
usual operator norm. 
1.2. DEFINITION. Let Z be a topological space. A (real)Jm on Z is a triple 
(2, R, Y), where Y: 2 x R ---f 2: (x, t) + z ’ t is a jointly continuous map 
such that (i) Y(z, 0) = z; (ii) z . (t + s) = (z . t) . s (z E 2; t, s E R). We 
suppress Y, and let (2, R) denote a flow on 2. 
1.3. DEFINITIONS. Let 52 be compact Hausdorff. il flow (52, R) is minimal 
if cls {W . t / t E R> =: D for all w E Q. It is distal if, whenever wI + (u2 , there 
is no net (tJ on R such that lim, w1 . tl = Iim, w2 . t,([5]). It is almost periodic 
(a.p.) if, given an index ([14]) LY. on Q there is an index ,8 on 52 such 
that (wI , we) f p * (wl . t, wa * t) E 01 for all t E R ([S]). 
1.4. DEFINITION. Two Aows (2, , R) and (Z, , R) are isomoq&c if there is 
a homeomorphism f: Z, -+ Z, such that f(x . t) = J(z) . t (x E 2, , t E R). 
Also, a continuous map f: Z1 - Z, is a ho?nomo@&z if .f(z . t) = f(z) . t 
(z E z, t E $8). 
1 S. DEFINITION. Let W be a (real or complex) vector bundle ([20], 92) 
with compact Hausdorff base D and projection r: W + Q. il linear skew-product 
fEow, or LSPF, on W is a pair of flows (TV, R) and (G!, R) such that (i) ~(w . t) = 
n(w) . t (t E: 88, w G W); (ii) for each w E Q and t E R, the map t, : n-l(~) + 
d(w t): w --f w . t is linear. The fibers of W are assumed to have constant 
finite dimension. 
1.6. Let Q be a compact Hausdorff space, and suppose a flow (Q, R) is 
given. Let a: Q -I,(X) (see 1.1) be continuous. If w EJZ and x0 E X, 
define (w, x,-J . t = (w . t, x(t)), where x(t) is the solution to the equation 
2 = a(w . t) x ilk 
satisfying x(O) == x0 _ ll;ote each w E Q defines an equation (1 jw . It is easily 
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seen that the map (w, x0, t) + (w, x0) r t defines an LSPF on the vector bundle 
D x x. 
1.7. Remark. Consider the ODE 
k = cd(t) 32 (1)’ 
on X, where al: [w -j L(X) is uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous. 
In several places (e.g., [IS]), it is shown how the equation (1)’ defines an LSPF 
on D x X of the type considered in 1.6; here D is the hull of 01, and the flow 
(Q, R) is defined by translation ([18]). If a is almost-periodic (a.p.), then (Q, R) 
is a minimal, a.p. flow ([22]). 
We prefer to take some class of ODES (l)w as our fundamental object of 
study. Thus we will assume we are given some abstract flow (Q, 88) with dis- 
tinguished continuous function U(W). It will not be assumed that Q is metrizable. 
As indicated above, equations of the form (1)’ can be studied in this framework. 
We make the following assumptions on (Q, R), which are in force for the rest 
of the paper. 
1.8. ASSUMPTIONS. There is a point w,, E Sz such that the orbit 0 = (wO . t 1 
t E R} is dense in 8. Moreover, 0 is not periodic; i.e., the map R --j Q: f --j w,, . t 
is one-to-one. 
If (Q R) is the hull of a function a(t) as in (I)‘, then the second assumption 
means that a(t) is not periodic. 
I .9. It will occasionally be useful to consider the ODE 
2 = n(t) x, (2) 
where ii(t) = a( w0 . t) and w,, is as in 1.8. We emphasize that a is an arbitrary 
continuous function on Sz; in particular, it could be constant. 
1.10. DEFINITIONS. Suppose an LSPF L on a vector bundle 1B with base 
Q and projection r is given. A continuous subbundle V of W is a closed subset of 
W such that each set r-l(w) n V is a subspace of r-I(w). It is invariant if 
v zrz p . t zxz {w . t j zu E Vj for all t E R. It is a consequence of 1.8 and ([20], 
92) that dim (~-l(w) f~ V) = const. Let ;\ E R. Say )\ is in the resolvent of the 
LSPF if there are continuous subbundles V, and T;, of lPand constants M > 0, 
/3 > 0 such that (i) lV = V, @ V@ (Whitney sum); (ii) ) e-At(w . t)] < jVeBtt-*) 
(t > s) for all w E V, ; (iii) j e-ht(W . t)l < MeB(t-s) (t < s) for all w E I’, . 
If h is not in the resolvent, it is in the Sacker-Sell spectrum of the LSPF. See 
Wl~ PW 
1.11. Remarks. (a) Suppose that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold for some complex 
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number X (assuming W has complex fibers). Then they also hold [with the same 
F, , V, , M, and 13) for any A’ such that Re h = Re A’. 
(b) Consider the LSPF on 52 x X generated by equations (l)W . If (i), 
(ii), and (iii) hold for some X E C, then it is easily seen that the equation 
has an exponential dichotomy ([3]). Th e converse is also true. We sketch a proof. 
Let (Q’, R) be the hull of 5. Using 1.8 and the definition of ii, one can show that 
there is a homomorphism (1.4) f of (Q, R) onto (Q’, iw). By ([20], Lemma 2(a)) 
and our assumption that (2)A has an exponential dichotomy, we see that Re X 
is in the resolvent of the LSPF on Q’ x X induced by (2),+ . Let r.TC , V@ be 
the subbundles of 52’ >( X corresponding to Re A. Let i-, = (f Y: &!-I( r’,), 
l;i, = (f s id)-r(V,). It is easily shown that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold with this 
choice of I’, and V, . 
1.12. SPECTRAL THEOREM (1201, Theorem 2). Let L be an LSPF OB IV. The 
Sacker-Sell spectrum 0fL is the union [a, , b,] U ... U [a, , b,,,] of n nonoz~erlap@g 
compact ktervals (spectral intervals). To each [ai , b,], there corresponds a non-xero, 
c0tzt2%02~s, inaariant subbundle (spectral subbundle) szlch that the spectrum of 
L jl,. is [ai ) bJ. Moreover, W = @I:=, S; . 
1.13. DEFINITION. Let r/‘? be some spectral subbundle. For each w E a, 
let P, : r-‘(w) - r-l (w) be the projection with image l’j n r-‘(w) and kernel 
r&& vj n i+(w). 
Define Pi : W- TV: zc - Pm(w) (w = r(w)). The Pi is the spectrni project01 
corresponding to Vf ([20]). 
I. 14. DEFINITIONS. Let (B, R) be a Sow with !J compact Hausdorff. =2 
regular Bore1 measure ,J on Q with ~(52) = 1 is iwariant if p(B . t) = p(E) for 
all Bore1 13 C Sz and all t E aB (6: . t = {QJ . t I cr) E .Q>). It is ergo&c if it is invariant 
and if, in addition, cl(B . t-l 0) = 0 Vt E R 3 p(B) == 0 or p(B) = I. The 
following hold. 
(a) Every flow (Q, R) admits at least one invariant measure. If ,ti is the 
0~12~ invariant measure on Sz, then it is ergodic. In this case, if g E C(-Q), then 
1 
for all 
ItI= t J 
.t 
lim -- w E Q. 
(J 
g(w . s) ds = Dg(~) C+(W) 
J 
If (55, IF!) has only one invariant measure, we say it is uniquely ergo&c (u.e.). 
See ([17]). 
(b) If (*Q, KY> is minima! and a.p., then it is uniquely ergodic ([l;]). 
505’33!3-7 
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1.15. DEFINITIONS. Let P”-‘(X) be real or complex projective AT - l- 
space, depending on whether X = Iw” or X = CN. Let 7: X -+ P”-‘(X) be 
the canonical map (thus q(z) is the subspace of X defined by .z). Let 
Z = Q x P*-‘(X). Let L be the LSPF on 0 x X defined by equations (l)w . 
Then L defines a flow (2, Iw), as follows. Let (wO, U’,J E Z, and choose ‘x,, E X 
with I = !P,, . Write (w,, , x0) . t = (wO . t, x( t)), and define (ws , !?‘J . t = 
(wo . t, 7(2(t))) (t E rW>. The definition makes sense because of the linearity 
(1.5(ii)) of L. 
1.16. DEFINITION. LetLandZbeasin1.15.Definef:Z+C:f(w,Y)= 
<Ia x, x>/(z, x), where x is any vector such that q(z) = Y. Observe that 
II Wll 
In II %O)ll 
= 
s 
* Ref((w, Y) . S) Lzs, 
0 
because (dldt) In@(t), x(t)> = 2 Re(a(w . t) z(t), x(t))/(z(t), z(t)). Observe that 
(3) is valid if X = (WN, since then Re f = f. 
2 
2.1. Xotcztioth All notation will be as in $1, except that X = CN everywhere 
in $2. Recall that rr: &? x X -+ $2 is the projection onto ~‘2. Let E.L be an invariant 
measure on Q( 1.14). 
2.2. DEFINITIONS. Let EF, = {f: Q -F Q x X [ f is continuous, and 
7iof(w) = w for all w E Qj. Let 1 f Ie = supUEg ] f(w)/; the pair (-EC, j . IJ is 
a Banach space. Clearly E, can be identified with (f: D --+ X ) f is continuous) 
with the sup norm. If A is a bounded linear operator on E, , let j/ A /lc denite 
its uniform norm. For 1 < p < c(j, we also define I$, = (f: Q -+ 52 X X ( 
j f [p is p-integrable}, and set [ f jp = (sQ ( f (w)[P &(w))l@. Then (.&, , 1 . 1.J 
is a Banach space. If p = 2, let (f, g)* = so (f(w), g(w)> d&w); then (Ea , 
( , i,) is a Hilbert space. If ,4 is a bounded linear operator on E, , let 11 A &, 
denote its uniform norm. 
2.3. DEFINITIONS. Let E be one of the spaces E, , E, . For t E iw, define 
T,: E+E:(T,f)(w) = [f(w * -t)] * t. Thus (T,f)(w) = x(t), where x(s) 
is the solution to equation (l)w.-t such that ~(0) =f(w . -t). (Note that Tt 
is a well-defined operator on E, (1 ,( p < co), since p is invariant.) Then 
(rr, 1 t E [w) is a strongly continuous, one-parameter group of bounded linear 
operators on E. By 1.10 and 1.12, there are constants M > 0 and ,8 > 0 such 
that j/ Tt Ij < Mealtl (t E rW>. Hence ([S]) {TJ has an infinitesimal generator. 
If E = E, , we write A, for this infinitesimal generator; if E = E, , we denote 
itbyA,. 
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2.4. PROPOSITION. The oljerator A, has the form -d, + a, , where (;3 
(a,f)(w)=a(w)f(W)(WESZ,fEE,);(‘) 1 d il t ze omak D(d,) = (f E E, i (f (w . h) - 
f (w)),/h conwrges in E, as h --f- 01, alzd (d,f)(w) = d/dtf(w . t) llZO iffE D(dJ. 
Proof. For h + 0, let A, f = (Th f - f)/h. By ([4], Def. VIII. 1.6), 0(-Q = 
ifg EC I lim~L+o .&f exists in E,), and A,f = lim,,, A,, f. For fixed w E Q, 
let x(t) be the solution of (2),.-, satisfying x(O) == f (w . --h). Then (TI,fj(w) := 
x(h), SO Ahf = (r(h) - f(w))/h. Now x(h) = f(w . -h) + iza(w . -A) x 
f(W . -12) + o(h). We see that A, f converges in E, to an element 6 of E, 
if and only if (f (w . -h) - j(w))/lz converges in E, (i.e., uniformly) as iz --, 0. 
Moreover, g(w) = -d/dtf(w * t),=, + a(w)f(w). 
2.5. COROLLARY. Say f E E, is differentiable if-f E II( The set of irtfinitely 
di@&entiable vector fields (i.e., {fe E, : f E na,, D(d,‘“)) is dense irz E, . 
Proof. This follows from ([4]), Exercise 3, p. 653). 
Let ~(a,) denote the (operator-theoretic) spectrum of A, , and let p(A,) 
be the resolvent of A,. 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let faI, b,] u ... v [a,n, b,J be the Sacker-Sell spectrum 
(1.12) of the LSPF (Q x X, Rj. Let S = {h E C 1 Re h E [ai , b,] for some i, 
1 < i < ~2. Therz S = u(AJ. 
Proof. First suppose X 6 S. We show X is in the resolvent of A, . By 1.10 
and l.lla, there are invariant subbundles Vc , P-B of Q x X and constants 
M > 0, p > 0 such that: (i) B x X = Vc @, T’, ; (ii) if 21: E r’c , then 
1 e-At@ . t)! < .Afe-fl(t-s) 1 x . s 1 (t > s); (iii) if x’ E r, , then / e-&Q . t)i ~1 
Jf&(t-S) / x . s j (s >, t)) for all t, s E IFB. There is a corresponding decomposition 
F, @ F, of E, , where F, = (f E E, j f(-Q) C VJ. and Fc is defined similarly. 
If f E E, , write f = fc -t fe , where fe E F, and fe E F, . Define R(h, A,) . f = 
JZ eeAt( T,f,) dt - JYcc e-At(Ttfe) dt. The estimates (ii) and (iii) above (with. 
s = 0), together with a standard technique (see, e.g., the proof of Theorem VIIX. 
1.11 in ([4])) show that R(A, A,) ’ b IS ounded, that R(h, A,j . A,f = f( f E D(A,jj, 
and that A,R(h, A,) f = f (f E E,). H ence h E ~(-4,) and R(h, A,) is the resolvent 
of A, at A. 
On the other hand, suppose X $ cr(A,). We will show that the equation 
k + Ax = ii(t) x (see 1.9 and 1.11(b)) CL:/ 
admits an exponential dichotomy, and therefore (1.11(b)) X $ S. To show that 
(2b, has an exponentia1 dichotomy, it suffices (by (f3]), $8, Prop. 3) to show that 
2 + Ax = 2(t) + g;(t) (i) 
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has a unique bounded solution for each bounded continuous v: R --f X. We 
w111 prove this. Let K = suptEp I WI- F 
Let w0 denote the element of Sz considered in 1.8. Since d is not periodic, 
the map t -+ w,, . t: R -+ 8 is 1 - 1. For each T > 0, let fr(wO . t) = 
(% . t, v(f)) E 9 x X(-T < t < T). Extend fT to an element fr of EC, 
and let & = R(I\, d,) .fr. If g=(t) = gT(wO . t), then (by (2.4) gr satisfies 
(*) for -T < t < T, and 1 gT(t)j < jl R(h, A,)jj, . K. Now, if t E W, choose 
T > 0 such that T > 1 t 1, and let g(t) = g&t)- Then g is well-defined, and is a 
bounded solution of (*). This proves that (*) has at least one bounded solution. 
By ([3], $3, Prop. 3), equation (2),\ admits exponential dichotomies on the half- 
lines R, and [Fe- _ 
Now, let us first assume that there is a sequence t, such that ( t,; 1 -+ CD 
and n(t + tr) + Z(t) uniformly on compact sets. Then ([3], $S, Lemma 1) 
tells us directly that (12)~ admits an exponential dichotomy. So, suppose that no 
such sequence exists. Then ,Q = A u 0 u 2, where A is the m-limit set of 
w,, Z is the w-limit set of w,, , and 0 is the orbit through w0 (w,, is defined in 1.8); 
0 is disjoint from il and 2. By ([3]), $S, Lemma l), no equation 2 + hx = 
a(w . t) x (W E B n 2) admits non-trivial bounded solutions. By ([24], Theorem 
3.2D), any bounded solution of (2),, must tend to zero as t --z cc and as t + -co. 
Therefore, if x(t) is non-trivial bounded solution of (2)n , then there is an element 
f of EC such that f(w,, . t) = x(t): namely, define 
f(% . t) = x(t) @Em 
f(w) = 0 (WEAUZ). 
Clearly, B, f = Af. But then X is an eigenvalue of A, , contradicting our assump- 
tion that h 6 o(A,). Therefore, a(t) = 0 is the only bounded solution of (2)n , 
and hence (*) admits a unique bounded solution. 
Part of the argument just given is used in ([3], 58, Prop. 3). 
Proposition 2.6 shows that o(A,) “is what it ought to be”. The next propo- 
sition shows that o(T,) is also what it should be. Again let (Jo=, [ai , bi] be the 
Sacker-Sell spectrum of (Q x X, R). 
2.7. PROPOSITION. FOY jixed t E R, t > 0, consider the map Tt : EC --f EC . 
One lzus u( T,) = exp ta(A,) = uy=, {X E C 1 e(Qt < 1 X i < e”it}. If t < 0. 
then u(Tt) = exp tu(/Ic) == uzt, (X E C 1 e--bit < 1 h 1 < e-net). 
Proof. That exp to(&) C o(TJ follows from ([S], Theorem 16.7.1). To 
prove the reverse inclusion, let Q x X = @:I, 1;,; be the Whitney sum decom- 
position of 1.12, and let [ni, bi] be the spectral interval corresponding to F-i . 
Let Fi = (f~ EC / f(Q) C vi); then E, = @y=“=,F, . Let TS,i = T, IFi (s E 54). 
- 
Using the estimates in 1.10, it may be shown that bi > hm,,, l/s In /I T,,i 11 = 
iii%,,, 
- 
I/kt In II TrLt.i II = hm,, I/t In I/ TFi /l1;r. Thus ebit is an upper bound 
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for the spectral radius of T,,$ , SO sup j ~j-(T,,~)l < e3tt. The estimates in 1.10 
also show that ai > E;,+_-, l/i s ) In // T,,i I!, and it follows that sup / CJ( TP,,ij\ < 
e-sit. Hence inf / G(T,,JI > enLt. Since T, is the direct sum of the operators 
Ti,i , one has o( T,) == Uiz-i G( T,.,). This completes the proof. 
2.8. Remarks. (a) Let Vi be a spectral subbundle with corresponding 
spectral interval [q, bi], and let Fi = {f~ E, /f(8) C Vi . Let T,., = T: 1Fi. 
The proof of 2.7 shows that o(T,.,) = (X E C 1 e’@ < j ,t j < ebit). 
(b) Let us also consider the infinitesimal generator A,,i of the one- 
parameter group (Tt,i). It is not hard to see that YJ,:,~ = ai IF; is densely 
defined and that c~(kl,J = (X E C 1 ai < Re X < bj:. 
We now discuss the one-parameter group of operators (Ti) on E, (1 < p < JJ). 
Recall A, is the infinitesimal generator of {7’$. Let BZ be Lebesgue measure on R. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. (a) Iiiew E, as a subset of E, , and A, as un operator 
on E, . Then Al, lis the closure of A, . 
(b) cs(A,) C o(a,j 
(c) Let a, : ED---f E, be de$ned by (u,f)(w) = Us. De$ne un 
operator d, on E, a~ follows: the domain D(d,) = {f~ .E, / lim,t+, [f(w h) - 
f(w)]/h exists in EDI, rind d,(f) = lim,,, [f(w . h) - f(ul)]/h E E,, <ff e D(dJ. 
Then A, = -dD f a, . 
(dj If f G f)(cl,,), then there is a set 52, C .Q of p-measure 1 such that, if 
w E Q, , then the map fw : W + X: t -f (w . t) is equal m-a.e. to an ubsolzrtelv 
continuous function, and fu(t) = (d, f)(w . t) for m-a.n.t E Ii. 
Proof. (a) Note D(rZ,) = (f E ED / Em,-, (Z’&- f)lh exists in E,) ([4], 
Def. VIII. 1.6). If f E D(&), then the limit exists in E, , and a fortiori in E’, . 
Hence A, is an extension of A,; by ([4], VIII. 1.8), it is a closed extension. 
Consider the resolvents R(X, -4,) and R(A, A,) (we view R(X, ,/r,.) both as 
a bounded operator on E, and as a densely defined operator on ED;). Again let 
[n, , &I,..., [a, ~ b,] be the spectral intervals of (52 x S, Rj. Choose h, such 
that Re h, > b, . Let f E EC E, . Using the estimates in 1 .lO, it may be shown 
that both R(X, , /4,) f = Jr epAt(T,f) dt E E, and R(h,, A,jf = jt e-ht(TiJ) >: 
dt E E, are defined. Using (141, Theorem III. 2.19(c)), it may also be shown that 
R(X, . J,)f = R(X, , A,) f when viewed as elements of E, . Hence R(X, , =1,) =: 
cls R(h, , -4,). It follows that cls A, exists, that R(X, , cis dc) exists if Re X, :: h, , 
and that R(h, , cls il,) = R(h, , ;2,) if Re X, > b, . Hence cls d, = 8, . 
(b) Suppose X is a complex number which is not in o(AO) = lJy=, {X ) ni < 
Re X < b,]. As in the proof of 2.6, we may write E, = F, i@ F, , and use the 
estimates of 1 .lO to show that I?(& A,) f = fff e-AfTtfc dt + ftT5 e’\’ T: f&. dt, 
where E, 3f = jc + fi E F, + F, . Thus X E o(A,). 
(c) From our definition of d, and (141, VIII. 1.6), sve see that dD is the 
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infinitesimal generator of the one-parameter group (A’,) on E, , where (Stf)(w) = 
f(w .t) (fe4, t E [w). Now the argument of 2.9(a) may be applied when 
U(W) = 0 for all w E a. (We can take A0 to be any real number with Re X, > 0.) 
Thus d, = cls u’, . So 4, = cls(-d, + a.+) = -d, $- a, (in the second term, 
we view a, as an operator on EC ; in the third term, a, is an operator on E,). 
(d) Define S, : E, + E, : (s,f)(w) = f(~ . t) (f E ED, t E aB). Then d, 
is the infinitesimal generator of (S,]. Suppose dD f = g. View f and g as functions 
from 52 to X which are p-integrable with respect to ,u. Define fi and gr : Q x R -+ 
X:fI(w, 9 = f(W . t) and gr(co, t) = g(w . t). Note 
fi(t, .) = S,f and p;(t, .) = S,g in E,. (*I 
We first show that fi and g, are y x m-measurable (recall m = Lebesgue 
measure on [w). We consider only f, . Define @: $2 x R -+ Q: @(w, t) = w . t. 
Let B C [w be Borel; we must show that @-y-r(B) is p >< m-measurable. Since 
f-l(B) is p-measurable, it is sufficient to prove 
if C C Q is p-measurable, then @-r(C) n Q x [-T, T] is ,U x m-measurable 
for all T > 0. (**I 
To prove (**), let mT = m It..T.Tl , and let h E C(Q). Then lo,, (h 0 @) x 
d(,u x w+) = jIT Jn h(w . t) dp dq = 2T sfl h dp since p is invariant. That 
is, @.& x mT) (which is the image of the measure p x m, under @; see 
([2])) = 2T . p. By ([2], Cor. to Prop. 3, p. 71), (**) is true. 
By ([4], Theorem III. 11.17), the following uniqueness condition holds: 
if f.i and gz are cr. x m-measurable functions satisfying (*), then fi -= fs 
and g, = gap x m-a.e. Moreover, for every finite interval [tI , ta] C R, one has 
f’gl(t, .) dt = St’ (S,g) dt in E, . 
t1 t1 
Now, by ([4], Lemma VIII. 1.7)~)) one has S,f - S,f = ji S,f ds. Hence, 
for m-a.a.t., fl(w, t) -fi(w, 0) = sigr(w, s) ds in ED (use (*) and (““*)). Let 
f2(w, t) = fi(w, 0) + siga(w, s) ds (w E Q, t E R). It may be shown that f2 
is p x m-measur-able. Hence, by uniqueness, f (w . t) = f (w) + $gl(w, s) ds 
for (w, t) in a set B CD x Iw whose complement NB has p x m-measure 
zero. By Tonelli’s theorem ([4], III. 11.14), there is a set Qn, C B with p(Q,,) = 1 
such that -B n {WI i< [w has m-measure zero. The set Q, satisfies the conditions 
of(d). 
2.10. Remarks. (a) It is not known whether 2.9 (b) can be strengthened 
to read +I,) = o(A,). In view of 2.10 (b) just below, it seems likely that 
u(A,) = u(A,). 
(b) Consider the almost-periodic, two-dimensional ODE of MilliorGEkov 
([16]), whose spectrum is an interval [-fi, p], /3 > 0 ([lo]). For this equation, 
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L? x X may be expressed as the “sum” of two “measurable,” invariant sub- 
bundles ST, and V, . If 3c E t’, , then lim!,,,, (l/t) In 1 .x’ . t ] = -/3, and if 
x E F, ) then l.irnltl-& (l/t) In / x * t 1 = /3 ([lo]). Let ED,G = (f E ED j f(Q) C V,), 
and define Ev,e similarly. It might appear that o(T, IF,,,) = {A E C j j h 1 == e-Bt 
and o(T, IE, ,) = (A E C j j h j = eat) for t E R. That is, E, would admit a 
“measure-theoretic hyperbolic splitting”. However, it turns out that the spectral 
radius of Tt lE f).E is eet if t > 0, so no such splitting occurs. 
3 
In this section, we will consider equations of the form 
i? = u,(w . f) x (4hl.G 
where E is a complex parameter and a,(w) is the matrix a(~) of equations ( l)W . 
We assume a, is an analytic function of E. It is natural to suppose that the spectral 
subbundles (1.12) will vary analytically with E. In a natural sense, this is true 
(3.8). One also would expect that, in some circumstances, the Sacker-Sell 
spectrum is represented by the real part of a function analytic in E; i.e., by a 
harmonic function. We will find conditions sufficient to guarantee that this is 
true (3.12, 3.14). 
3.1. IVotntion. In $3, X will always be Cv. 
3.2. ASSUMPTION. We assume that E -+ uE is an analytic map of some 
disc D,. = {c j j E j < r> (Y > 0) into the Banach space V of continuous maps 
C:R+L(X) =I inear operators on X. Here 1: C !j = supw j C(W)]. We assume 
a@(w) is the matrix n(w) of equations (l)W (W E Q). 
3.3. Liotntim Let (T,,,) be the one-parameter group of operators on E, 
defined by equations (4)W,E (we will not consider the spaces E, in $3). Let A, 
be the infinitesimal generator of (TtlE). Thus A, is the operator A, of $2. 
3.4. Remark. The form 3.2 of the perturbation is not quite as restrictive 
as it might seem. Suppose, for example, we start with a perturbation 
it = [Z(f) + zenii n(t)] JZ, where (i) a(t) and all the &(t) are almost periodic; 
(ii) the power series converges uniformly in (t, c) E R j< D,, . This problem 
may be put in our framework by letting Q be the Bohr compactification ([q) 
of R instead of the hull of a”, since then al1 the functions a”, Z,, define unique 
continuous functions on 8. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let lJF=, [aaa , bi] be the Sacker-Sell spectrum of equation (Zj, ; 
let ( l;‘,)yz”=, be the correspomhg subbundles. 
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(i) Let & , lip (1 < i ,( 7z) SutisfJ~ a; < a, < b, < Jl < a2 < 
a2 < *.. < 5,. For small E + 0, the Sacker-Sell spectrum of equations (4),,, 
is contained in (JF=, [z~ , &I. 
(ii) For small E + 0, we have D x .X = &, Tri(c), where E’?(E) is a 
continuous subbundle of the same dimension as S; (1 < i < rz). AJoyeover, the 
Sacker-Sell spectrum of the LSPF (Vi(c), [F9) is contained in [& , &I. 
Proof. (i) This follows from upper semi-continuity of the Sacker-Sell 
spectrum (1201, Theorem 6). It also follows from 2.6, 2.7, the continuity of the 
map E --f T,,, for fixed t ([4], Th eorem VIII. I .19), and upper semi-continuity 
of the spectrum of an operator ([S], Theorem 5.11.1). 
(ii) One can apply ([20], Theorem 6), or ([21], Theorem 1). 
3.6. Remarks. (a) Consider one of the subbundles S/,(E) of 3.5. It may 
happen that ITi decomposes into a Whitney sum of two or more subbundles. 
Moreover, the number of subbundles in such a decomposition need not be 
constant near E = 0. For example, let aO(w) = (i ,“), a<(w) = (-z i). If E is real, 
the Sacker-Sell spectrum is the single point (O}, and there is one subbundle. 
If E = iq, (Q real), then the spectrum is {(~,,)l’“, -(+‘“), and there are two 
subbundles. Of course, the example is artificial, since if one considers the complex 
eigenvalues of a, and not just the real parts of the eigenvalues, then there are 
two invariant subbundles for < + 0. It would be of interest to find an analogue 
of the concept of complex eigenvalue for nonconstant, non-periodic ODE’s. 
(b) If Vi = Vi(O) . IS one-dimensional for some i, then V,(E) is one-dimen- 
sional for small 4 also. Hence it does not decompose into proper, invariant, non- 
zero subbundles. 
3.7. DEFINITION. Let ( fw(c) j w E Qn) be a family of analytic functions from 
a domain D C C into some complex Banach space. Say the family is uniform& 
analytic on D if w, + w 3 fw, + fw uniformly on compact subsets of D. 
3.8. DEFINITION. Choose r > 0 so that Lemma 3.5 applies for E in D,. . Let 
&(cu; c) be the spectral projector (1.13) of (w} x X onto ((w> x X) n V,(c) 
(1 < i < n; E in D,.). 
3.9. PROPOSITION. FOP each i, I < i < n, the family P((w; c) is a zznifovnzly 
analytic family on D.,. . 
Proof. Fix t E R, t # 0. We temporarily write T,(A,) for T,,, . By 2.4, 
4 = -4 + (a,),. On each subdomain D’ CD, such that cls D’ C D, the 
map E -+ (a,), : D’ --z %? is uniformly bounded and analytic (see 3.2). Applying 
([8], Theorem 13.4.3) to T,,, = T,(--rE, + (a,),), we see that E + T,,, is an 
analytic map of D’ into L(Q), the Banach space of bounded linear operators 
on E, with the sup norm. Hence E + T,,, is analytic on D for each t E R. 
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Assume t > 0. By 2.7 and 3.5, the spectrum of T,?, is contained in (Jy=, 3, , 
where s, = (A E C ] eait < ] X 1 S. Bit). Let I; be a curve (consisting of two 
disjoint cir 1 ) h’ h c es w zc contains Si in its interior, and such that Sj is exterior 
to I?[ if j + i (I < ;, j < n). The integral Q,(E) = (I/2&) Sri R(Y, T,,,) dY 
is a projection on E, , and Qi( E is analytic in E for each i, 1 ,< i < n. Using ) 
Remark 2.8 (a) and ([S], Th eorem 5.6.1), it can be shown that Image Q,(c) = 
ifE 4 I .f(Qj c S/‘i(E)h and ker Qi(e) = @++j (f~ E, 1 S(G) C V,(c)]. Hence 
(Qi(e) . f)(w) = P&J; E) . f(w) (w E .Qn, f E E, 71 < i < 12). 
Now let e 1 ,..., e, be a basis of X, and let f%(w) == et (w E a, 1 < h .< !Y). 
The map f -+ (Qi(c) * &J(w) is analytic, hence E -+ Pi(w; E): D,r ---f L(X) 
is analytic (W E 52). Moreover, if wlz , w E -Q, then \ Pijro, ; E) e, - P<(oJ; c) e, ! q = 
~ Q?(e) .fk(wn) -- Q<(c) .fn(w)I. But for each k, the fami.ly (Q1(c) .ftz ( j E / G 
rI < rO> is a compact set of elements of EC . Hence this family is equicontinuous. 
It follows that E + Pi(w; 6) is uniformly analytic. 
Proposition 3.9 shows that the V;(e) “vary analytically with E”. 
3.10. COROLLARY. Let t ER, w E Q. Define ‘TV = ~,(w, t): {W . -tj x X + 
(CO> x X: x -+ x;t. Here “2 refers to theLSPF (Sz x X, R) zkduced by equations 
(4)W * Then 6 + 76 : II,. + L&J . -tj X X, {co) X X) is mzaZj?tic. 
Proof. From the proof of 3.9, the map E --f T,,, : D,. -+ L(E,) is analytic. 
Again let e, ,..., eN be a basis of X, and let fk(w) = ei,(, E Jz, 1 < k < N). 
Since E - CT,., ..f-k>(QJ * -t) is analytic (w E Sz, 1 < K < N), the corollary is 
true. 
3.1 I. Notation. Our next project is to treat the case when equations (2)W 
admit a one-dimensional subbundle for some i. From 3.5 (b), the subbundles 
V,(c) are also one-dimensional for E in D,. if r is small enough. Fix an r which 
is “small enough”. Recall (1.15, 1.16) that Z = Sz % pA’-l(C), where P”-‘(C) 
is complex projective N - l-space. Equations (4),,, define a flow (2, R) for each 
E in D,. (1.13). Define fG : Z -+ C: (w, ~,IJ) ---z <a,(w) z, z>/:<z, z>, where z E X 
is any vector such that y(z) = Z& and 97: X --f I%-‘(C) is the natural map (I.3 5). 
Assuming that (s?, R) is uniquely ergodic (1.14), we will show that the spectral 
interval corresponding to Vi(c) degenerates to a point {A(E)>, and that A is a 
harmonic function on D,. . 
3.12. PROPOSITION. -%sume (Q,iw) is uniquely ergo&c (u.e.) with unique 
iltcariunt measure p. With the rzotation of 3.11, the spectral hzteroal corres$ondirzg 
to T-+(cj is a point (A(e)}. Moreover, if (20, 2) is ally pi& in Vi(c), and $ =z T(Z), 
then 
where “2 refers to the flozu (Z, R) induced by equations (4),, . 
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Proof. Let -ri,, = {(‘(w, #) E Z ( # = ~(2) for some x in V,(E) n ({u} X X) C 2. 
Since Vi(e) is one-dimensional and invariant, the set & is invariant, and the 
flows (Zi,, , rW) and (Q, Iw) are isomorphic (1.4). Since (Q, rW) is u.e., so is (&, , Iw). 
Hence (1.14 (a)) the limit BE = limi,l,, (l/t) jifE((w, $J). s) ds exists for each 
(w, 4) E Ei,, , and is independent of (w, #) E Zii,, . 
Now, by formula (3) in 1.14, we have (l/t) In[!lz(t)!/ll x(0)1\] = (l/t) Ji x 
Reh((w, #). s) ds for every solution x(f) of (4),,, in V,(c). Thus the Lyapounov 
type number ([20], p. 337) of every solution x(t) in Vi(e) is equal to Re,BE . 
Proposition 3.12 now follows from Lemma 12 of ([20]). 
3.13. THEOREM. /fg&z assume (Q, R) is u.e. Then X(e) is harmony on the 
neighborhood D, of E = 0. 
Proof. We will show that h is harmonic on a neighborhood of E = 0. 
The same proof will be applicable in a neighborhood of any e0 in D, , from which 
3.13 will follow. 
First, observe that (Q, Iw) has recurrent poirzt wa ; i.e., for every neighborhood 
u of wa , there is a time t = 0 such that wa * t E U. This is so because (Q, J?) 
contains a minimal subflow (Q, , R) ([q); any w,, E Qs is recurrent. 
Fix a recurrent point wa . Let h(j) be the dimension of Vj(0), and let 
e,l , ejz ,..., ej,rh(j) be a basis of Vj(0) n ((us> x X) (1 < j < n). In particular, 
h(i) == 1; we write e, for the chosen basis vector of V,(O) n ((CO,,} x X). Define 
&(w) = ejk (1 < k < Iz(j); 1 < j < 72; w E Q). We can find a neighborhood 
D’ of E = 0 in C and a neighborhood U of wa such that, for each w E U and E 
in D’, the vectors (P-j(w: e) fjlc(u) 1 1 < K < h(j); 1 < j < n> are a basis in 
{w} x X. This follows from 3.9. 
Now fix a copy of CN, with inner product / , >‘. Label an orthonormal 
basis so as to agree with the labeling of the eik ; thus (cik 1 1 < k < h(j), 
1 < j < n> is an orthonormal basis of CN. For w E U and E in D’, define 
D(w; E): CN + (w> x X by setting D( W; E) cja = P(w; E)~~~(uJ), and extending 
by linearity. Decreasing U and D’ if necessary, we can find constants m > 0, 
M > 0 such that 
m<x, y) < (D-l(w; l ) x, D-l(w, l ) y}’ < .M<Lc, y) if x,yE{w) X X, (*) 
mNz(x, yj’ < (D(w; C) x, D(w, ~)yj < M<x, y)’ if x,y E CN (**I 
for all w E U and all E in D’. Let ci be defined by D(w, ; 0) ci == e, ; then 
D(w, 6) ci is in I/,(E) n ({w} x X) for all w, E. 
We may suppose there is a sequence t, + co such that w,, . t, E U (I > 1). 
Let T,(w, t) be as in 3.10. For each I > 1 and E in D’, define St(c): Cv - Ch’ 
by the formula St(c) = D-l(w, * tZ , 6) 0 rT,(wO , tJ 0 D(w, , G). Then S, is analytic 
on D’ for each 1 3 1, and each SE(c) maps ci onto a constant, non-zero multiple 
of itself. I.e., ci is an eigenvector for each Sr(<). Let n(c) be the corresponding 
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eigenvalue. It is easy to check directly that yz, is analytic on D’; it is also never 
zero (I 3 1). 
Now let x,(t) be the solution to equation (4),0,, such that ~~(0) -L P(wO ; c) ei . 
Then a,(t) is in Vi(e) for all t, and in fact q(t) = -rK(wO , tj (by definition of 
7,(w0, t)). Recall that (l/t) ln(z,(t), z;(t)) -t 2h(~) ((3.12) and equation (3)). 
Let k,(e) = fix,, z,(t,))ll”. Using the estimates (‘F) and (**), one finds that 
(l,/t)[ln razz + In J71p(~)] .< (l/t) In j Y!(E)!” < (l/t)[ln 119” + In A,‘(E)]. Since 
In / rr(c)\ is harmonic, we see that X(E) is the limit of a bounded sequence of 
haxmonic functions. So X is harmonic. 
3.14. Remark. Let Es2116 be as in the proof of 3.12, and let (wE , #J be in 
Ef,. for each E in D, . One can show that (l/t) jifc((w,, $J, s) ds converges 
uniformly on every compact subset of D, . If the integrand were analytic in E, 
then, the function A(E) would be the real part of an analytic function, hence 
harmonic. However, the integrand is in general not analytic. 
3.15. We conclude this section by considering the case when V<(O) is a 
k-dimensional subbundle, but Vi(c) is a Whitney sum of on.e-dimensional 
subbundles lVj(c) (1 < j <z k) for each E in a punctured disc D,, - CO). For 
each e0 -7 0, we may apply 3.12 and 3.13, and obtain a neighborhood N(EJ 
and harmonic function h,(c) (1 < j .< k), defined on N(E,), such that the Sacker- 
Sell spectrum of IIl’j(6) is {h,(c)) (.z in N(E,)). 
SYe wish to consider a situation analogous to the case when, given an analytic 
family Y(cj of operators on a finite-dimensional space, the operator E’(0) has 
a multiple eigenvalue, but Y(E) has simple eigenvalues for E + 0. Consideration 
of the examples on p. 64 of ([13]) leads to the conclusion that we cannot expect 
the /\,(c) to be distinct for all E in D,. T (0) (think of the h,(e) as being the real 
parts of eigenvalues). So our analysis must proceed differently. 
Suppose first that no pair A,(E)> A,( j E coincide on N(Q). Let pi be some other 
point in D, N {O>. If y is an arc with endpoints Ed and e1 , then each X,(e) can 
be contin.ued to a neighborhood of cl along y by repeated application of 3.12 
and 3.13. The continuations of the Xj( E) along y are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the functions x,(c) obtained by applying 3.12 and 3.13 in a neighborhood 
of cl Hence no two of the ij( E coincide on any neighborhood of E* . Moreover, ) 
the proof of the monodromy theorem ([I], p. 28.5) may be applied to show that 
the correspondence depends only on the homotopy class of y. 
Xosv consider a circle C which contains c0 and encircles the eorigin once. 
Continue the Xj( E ) around this circle. The Xj split into cycles (h,(Ej ,... , X,(cj>,.. , 
(X(X,(E),..., X,(G)) such that the continuation permutes the elements of each 
cycle. (We have relabeled the Aj .) 
Focus attention on the cycle (X1(~),..., Ay(e)), and consider the map E = cl’ 
of 0 < I < i < 9 di into D, . If we go p times around c’, the continuation of each 
X,(c) is ag2in A,(E) (1 < I < p). B ecause of this fact, and the fact that continuations 
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depend only on homotopy class, we may apply the argument on p. 289 of (111) 
to find a function A, harmonic in the punctured disc 0 < j 5 [ < P1/;., such that 
A(c) = AI for all Z, 1 < I <pp. Thus the A, are “branches of a harmonic 
function”. 
Finally, note A(<) is bounded near 5 = 0. This follows from (5) in Proposition 
3.12, and the fact that fG is uniformly bounded on .Z for E near zero. Hence A 
is harmonic on the entire disc j 5 / < 2/i. Let A be an analytic function on this 
disc such that A = Re A; A is unique up to an imaginary constant. Expand A 
in a power series: A([) = xr=:=, 6r,<h. We then have, in a neighborhood of E = 0, 
the Puiseaux expansions &(E) = Re Cl0 8, vWIP, where v = t+i~l’ (the A, 
have been relabeled). If we go once around a circle through E,, , which encircles 
the origin, then A, is taken to As , A, to As , etc. 
If some pair X,(e), A,,(E) coincide on a neighborhood N(Q), then there are 
corresponding functions A, = A,,? in a neighborhood of any other point cl 
in D, . An analysis similar to that just give may be applied after taking the 
Whitney sum of subbundles Wr , W, whose corresponding A, , A,, coincide. 
We omit details. 
4 
We will consider equations (l)W such that (i) all solutions are bounded; 
(ii) the hull (Q, Iw) is minimal, distal (1.3)? and has a unique invariant measure. 
VVe first define “strong kinematic similarity” and “strong Perron transfor- 
mation”. We then give two conditions sufficient to ensure that equations (l),, 
are strongly kinematically similar to equations with skew-Hermitean coefficients 
(4.6, 4.10); the coefficients are real and skew-symmetric if equations (I)- are 
real. Finally, we consider in some detail real, two-dimensional, a.p. equations 
all of whose solutions are bounded. 
4.1. ASSUMPTIONS. In $4, we consider equations (l)W such that all solutions 
are bounded and the hull (Q, R) IS minimal, distal, and has a unique invariant 
measure FL. 
If equations (l)w are real, let X = W’; otherwise, let X = CN. 
4.2. DEFINITIONS. Say that equations (I)*, are strong@ kinewatical<_y similar 
to equations 
3 = f7(w . t) y 0% 
if there is a continuous map p: Q + L(X) such that (i) p(w)-’ exists for all 
w EL?; (ii) p, : t -pp(w . t) is continuously differentiable for all Q E B, and p’: 
w --f (dp wjdt) It+, is continuous; (iii) the change of variable x = p(w * t)v 
transforms the equation (l),, into equation (6)W (W E Q). VVe call p a strong 
Perron transfovmation, or a strong kinematic siwzilasity. 
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For example, if equation (2) is a.p., then a strong Perron transformation is 
defmed by an “ordinary” Perron transformation .Y = p(t) y such that h(t) 
is a.p., and has the same frequency basis as G(t). 
To motivate our technique for finding strong Perron transformations, \ve 
prove the following lemma. Let X = C-’ in 4.3 and 4.4. 
4.3. LENMA. Let p: Q --f L(X) d fi e ne a strong kinematic similarity bet.uyeen 
equations (l)w azd (6),. Let E be E, or some E, (1 < p < CQ). De$ne P: E --f E: 
(P’)(W) = p(w) f (CO). Let A resp. R be the generator of the one--parameter group 
MZ E generated by equations (l)W resp. (6jW (see $2). Then P--lAP = R. 
Proof. First let E = E, . Using 2.4, we have (P-l&P) . f(Wj = 
P-l(-bc + a,) P .f(w) = -d,f(w) + [p-l(w) a(wjp(w) - p-‘(w)p’(w)] .J(wj 
(f E F, , CO E 52; here p’(w) = (didt) p(m . t) jf+J. But it is easily seen that, since 
the change of variable x = p(w . t) y takes (l)W into (6)w , one has [p-r(w) x 
a(w) p(a) - p-l(w) p’(w)] - b(o) (CJ E s?). Hence P-lA,P = R, . If E = E, I 
we use 2.9 (a) to obtain PB, = P(cls B,) = cls(PB,j = cls(A,Pj = A$. 
4.4. Let E = E, z L’(Q, X, p). If all solutions to equations (ljW are 
bounded, then the set of operators {TJ ( see $2) is uniformly bounded. Hence 
(2151, p. 138j, there is a bounded, self-adjoint, positive definite operator P: E-E 
such that each p-iT,p is unitary (t E W). Moreover, if M is an invariant mean 
([41/j on R, then one such P is the positive definite, self-adjoint square root 
of the operator 0 == M(T), where T: 5% + L(E): t - T, . (One defines M(T) 
as a weak integral; see ([15], p. 138)). 
In view of 4.3 it is natural to suspect that p is defined by a strong Perron 
transformation. In 4.6 and 4.10 we give conditions on the f!om (2, Rj (see 1.15> 
under which this is true. 
Our first condition is that [Z:, Rj has a unique invariant measure. To see what 
this assumption means, observe first that it implies that time averages behxve 
in a regular fashion (see 1.14 (a)). In the proof of 4.6, it mill be seen that this 
leads to a well-defined notion of “average length of solution vectors to equations 
(ljW”. However, our assumption implies more. By 4.5 below, the f?ow (“r, R) 
is minimal. This means that a solution cur\-e to some equation (ljW “wanders 
densely through the set of all directions in X”. 
4.5. LEMMA. Suppose (Z, tw) lzas a uniqw invariaant nleasure. Then (X, Rj 
is nzinimal. 
Proof. Let w,, E 52, and let Q(t) be a fundamental matrix for equation (lj,” . 
Then det Q(t) = const. eIi tra(wo’s)ds by Liouville’s formula. Since all solu- 
tions to equation (ljW, are bounded, fi tr n(wO . sj ds is bounded above 
(---a < t < co). But wO E Sz is arbitrary. Since (a, Kj is minimal, it follows 
from ([12], Lemma 2.7) that there is a continuous function g: B + C such that 
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g(w . t) - g(w) = Ji tr a(~ . s) ds (W EQ, t E Iw). In particular, I det D(t)/ 
is bounded away from zero. 
It follows that (Z, W) is jiber-distal (11191, p. 8). This means that, if 
Y, , Ya E (Plv”(rW) if X = WV) (P”-‘(C) if X = CN) with Yr # !?‘a , and if 
w EQ, then the orbits ((w, Y,) . t j t E rW} and {(w, Ya) . t j t E 1w) are bounded 
away from one another. To see this, suppose it is false. Let (w, Y,), (w, Ya) E ,Z 
satisfy (i) Yr f Y, ; (ii) for some sequence tl , lim,,,(w, YJ . I, = 
lim,,,(w, Ya) . t, . Pick zr , za E X such that ~(a~) = Yr , ~(~a) == Ya . Then, 
a, and za are linearly independent. Let zr, x2 , aa ,..., a, be a basis of X. Let 
,Zi(t) satisfy (l)& and &(O) = xi (1 < i < N). Let Q(t) be the fundamental matrix 
whose ith column is gi(t). Since each i+(t) is bounded, we have lim,,, 
det @(tJ = 0. Th is contradicts the first paragraph of the proof. 
Now, since (A’, Iw) is fiber distal and (Q, [w) is distal (4.1) the flow (2, 08) 
is distal. Hence 2 is the union of its minimal subsets ([5]). But each of these 
minimal sets supports an invariant measure (1.14 (a)). Hence there is only one 
minimal subset of A’, namely Z itself. 
4.4. THEOREM. Let X = IWN or CN. Suppose (2, Iw) has a unique invariuzt 
measure. The?1 there is a strong Perron tra?lsforntation. p: J2 -+ L(X) takirzg equu- 
tions (l)W into equations (6)w , where b(w) is skew-Hermitean if X = P, and 
skew-symmetric if X = IF’ (w E Q). If X = CN, then p(w) may be taken positiue- 
definite and selfadjoint; if X = IWN, then p(w) may be taken positive dej%ite 
afzd symmetric (W E 52). 
4.7. Remark. (1) Ob serve that, in 4.6, equations (6,) have a unitary 
(orthogonal) fundamental matrix if X = CN (X = rwl”). 
(2) In ([237, Thm. IV), C ameron proved a statement which implies that, 
if si tr a(w . s) ds is bounded, and if (Q, rW) .IS a.p., then 4.6 is true whether (2: 1w) 
has a unique invariant measure or not. We consider 4.6 because our methods 
differ from Cameron’s, and because the a.p. assumption is avoided. 
Proof of 4.6. Suppose X = C I”. With trivial changes, the proof will work 
if X = W. Let w E [w. If x E X, let a(s) denote the solution to (I), such that 
f(0) = .a. There is a unique positive definite, self-adjoint linear operator 
fr,,w : X---f X satisfying 
(.z E X). 
Fix x E X momentarily, and let Y = q(z) E P”-‘(C). By 1.16, (a(s), 5(s)) = 
<z,z> e2,~,8(Ref(o,Y).,)du, where f is as defined in 1.6. Since all solutions to equa- 
tions (l)io are bounded, si Ref((w, Y) du is bounded for all (w, Y) E 2. By 4.5 
and ([12], Lemma 2.7), there is a continuous function G: 2:-t R such 
that G((w, W) . s) - G(w, Y) = $, Ref((w, Y) * U) du (s E [w, (w, Y) E 2). 
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Let R(w, U) = eG(w,‘p), so 
(a(s), $(s))/R2((w, Y) . s) = (zt., .+/fl(w, ‘y). (7) 
We can now write (t*‘&z), V~,,,(z)i == (2, s> . R-“(w, ‘iv”) . l/t Ji R”((w, Y) - s) 
ds (z E X, W = q(z)). As / t \ + 03, the coefficient of c;x, a> Re2(w, Y) 
converges to the constant ~(122) (v is the invariant measure on 2). For each 
CLI E Q!, then, the limit Km,,, V&Vt+ (= lim,,, I’:,,) exists, is positive definite 
(since R > 0), and is self-adjoint. Let VJw) = lim,, s’tU ; then 
:J7&,) .z, z> = (x, x) . R-‘(w, Y’) . v(R”), Y = 7&z). (81 
Define p(w) to be the inverse of the unique positive definite, self-adjoint square 
root of V,(o). We will show that p( ) w is a strong Perron transformation with 
the desired properties. 
First, note that VJw) is the only linear operator on X satisfying (8). Hence 
p-i is continuous, so p is continuous. By compactness of 52, ) p(w)\ and j p-i(m)! 
are bounded, uniformly in w. To show that p defines a strong Perron transfor- 
mation, we must show that p’( ) w exists for each w and is continuous in w. 
To see this, it suffices to show that d/&<V,(w . t) z, z) jtSO exists and is a 
continuous function of w for each z E X. This may be proved as follows. Write 
(l/t)[(V,(w * t) z, z} - (V&J) x, z>] = (l/t)[.VV,(w * t) x, z> - ‘V&J * t) Z(t), 
qqi1 + (lltj[(S;,(w . t) 2(t), i?(t)) - <Vm(u) x, x)]; here S(t) is the solution 
to (l)w satisfying S(O) = x. By (7) and (8), th e second bracket is zero for all t. 
Since 2(t) = z + ta(w) z + o(t), the first term tend to -(IVm(w) 2, a(w) a> - 
(Va(w) a(w z, ,z> as t -+ 0. Thus 
(see [7], Theorem 6.15). In particmar, w + (~!/dt) K&w . t) It+ is continuous. 
Now make the change of variable x = p(w . t)~, Then equation (l)w is 
transformed into (6)w , where 6(w) = p-i(w) cr(w) p(w) - p-i(w) p’(w). A 
solution r(t) to some equation (6)@ satisfies (y(Q,~$t)> = (p-‘(w . t> x(t), 
P-‘(w . t) s(t)) = (T/,(w - t) x(t), x(t)) = const. by (7) and (8). Thus we can 
find a unitary fundamental matrix for each equation (6)w , and therefore b(w) 
is skew-Hermitean (w E Sz). 
4.8. Rernmk. One might try to shorten the proof by defining T’,(w) 
directly by equation (8). However, it is not then clear that one obtains a linear 
map on X. 
In our second theorem, we assume that equations (2)0, are a.p. (thus (Q, R) 
is minimal a.p.), and that all solutions of equations (2), are a.p. The arguments 
of Cameron ([23]) referred to earlier cover this case, but we wish to appy our 
techniques. 
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4.9. LEMMA. With the hypothesesjust stated, suppose (o+ , ‘y,) --f (w, Y) in 2’. 
Let z, , 2: have ~zorm 1, and suppose ~(2,) -1 !f’% , T(Z) = Y. Let Z,(t) resp. 2(t) 
satisfy ( 1 L, resp. ( l)W with initial conditions SJO) -= x, resp. a(O) = x. Then 
x,‘(t) --f const. z(t) unz@~~zly on R, where j comt. 1 = 1. 
Proof. This must be well-known, but we give a proof. Fix w,, E 9, and let 
G(t) be a fundamental matrix for (2),0 . By the argument of Lemma 4.5, we see 
that 1 det o(t)1 3 const. > 0. Let QT(t) = @(t + 7) (T E R). Then (GJ~ 1 7 E R> 
is uniformly a.p. ([6], p. 17), h ence has compact closure in ,“u: Iw -L(X) 1 Y 
is a.p. with topology defined by the sup norm>. Now let w E Q. There is a net 
(tr) in R such that w . t,, --f W, and it follows easily that @(t + tJ + r(t) uni- 
formly on R, where r(t) is a fundamental matrix for (I),, . Hence the family 
cls(sP, / 7 E R> is uniformly a.p., and contains a fundamental matrix for each 
(l)w (W E a). Lemma 4.9 is a straightforward consequence of this fact. 
4.10. THEOREM. Let X = KY” or CA’. Suppose equatio?zs (l)w are a.p., and 
all solutioons to equations (I)- are a.p. Then the conclusions of 4.6 hold. 
P?*oof. For each (w, Y’) E Z, choose x = z(w, Y’) in X such that &z) = Y, 
and let & &t) satisfy (I), and 
Iin,, (t/t) $ <%,ds), 
a,,,,,(O) = a. If it can be shown that 
zt,,&s)j ds exists and defines a continuous function 
F of (w, Y), then the proof of 4.7 will still work; in place of (8), we will have 
(V,(w) x, z> = <z, 2) F(w, Y). (9) 
Let UL,,H(~ = (h,w(s>, 4,,ds)>. The quantity Iimt+4/t) Ji ~~L,.Y~s) ds 
is just the mean value of UC~,~U) . The mean value exists for any a.p. function 
([6], p. 32). Hence F is defined. By Lemma 4.9, F is continuous. 
Let us now consider the case when equations (l)W are real, two-dimensional, 
and almost-periodic. Assume all solutions are bounded. We group such 
equations into three classes. I. Some equation (1) has an a.p. solution. We will 
show that, in this case, all solutions to all equations ( I)w are a.p.. II. No solution 
to any equation (l)W is a.p., and (Z, W) admits a unique invariant measure. 
III. No solution to any equation (I), is a.p., and (2, R) admits at least two 
invariant measures. Classes I, II, and III are mutually exclusive, and exhaust 
all equations of the type we are considering. 
We first consider equations of Class I. 
4.11. PROPOSITION. Suppose equations (I), aye real, 2-dimensional (thus 
X = R”), and a.p. Suppose some equation (I)@ has an a.p. solution x(t). Then the 
follozui?zg hold. 
(a) ,411 sohtions to all equations (I)*, are a.p. (w E SC). 
(b) The flow (Z, R) is a.p. 
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(c) There is a strong Perron tramformation x = p(w . t) y which takes 
equations (1), into 
P = (i. -obo)Y, wk 
where b, is a constant. 
Proof. (a) Write x(t) = r(t) eisct), where 8(t) is continuous. Since r(t) = 
<x(t), x(t)> is a.p., so is ei8ct), and therefore cos B(t) and sin 0(t) are a.p,. We 
now apply the argument (not the statement) of ([19], Theorem 9): We define 
a matrix-valued function Q(t) by 
Q-l(t) == 
[ 
;; ;;;; --sin e(t) . 
cos e(t) I 
Then Q(t), Q-l(t), and Q’(t) are a.p. (the last statement uses equation 3.10 
on p. 29 of ([19]). Moreover, the change of variable x(t) = Q(t) x(tj takes 
equation (l)w into (*) x’ = C(t) Z, where C(t) is upper triangular and a.p. 
([19], p. 31). Since all solutions to equations (*) are bounded, they are a.p. 
(this uses the fact that, if g: R --f R is a.p. and Jig(s) ds is bounded, then 
jig(s) ds is a.p. ([6])). H ence all solutions to equation (l), are a.p. 
Let @ii(t) be a fundamental matrix for equation (1 fG . The argument of Lemma 
4.5 shows that \ det Q(t)] > const. > 0 (t E Rj. Hence a non-zero solution to 
(l)m is bounded away from zero. 
Now let w E G be arbitrary. Choose a net (tn) such that (3 . t, - W. Let x(t) 
be a non-zero solution to (l)& . Then z(t + t,J is a solution to (l)fi.i . We may 
suppose that s(tn) -+ .a a + 0. Let Z(t) be the solution to (1) such that 2(O) = z0 . 
Then z(t $- t,) --t S(t) uniformly on compact subsets of If& hence ([6], Theorem 
2.5) uniformly on R. So x(t) is a.p. 
(b) This is a corollary of Lemma 4.9. 
(c) By 4.10, there is a strong Perron transformation 
taking equations (l)w into 
’ = [ 
0 -b, - &(OJ . t.j 
b, + 6(cu . t) 0 1 A?, 
where the mean value Jo b”(w) &(u) equals zero. We rnaq’ view 
as a set of one-dimensional complex equations D - i(b, $ 
equations (1 l)w 
6”(w . t)) z. By 
4.1 I (a), the solution z(t) = eiboteiIig(w’J)ds is a.p. for any fixed w E D. Since 
z(t) e-ibot is a.p., so is e.ilib(w.s)ds; by ([6j), Lemma 6.7), fi 6(w . s) Czs is a.p. 
Hence ([I2, Lemma 2.7) there is a continuous function r: Q ---f R such that 
r(w - tj - Y(W) = J; 6(w . s) ds (w E 8, t E IF!). Make the change of variables 
z = ei”cw+)y; one obtains y’ = ib, y. This is the complex form of equations (1 l)% . 
Now consider equations of Class II: no solutions of (I)- are a.p. (W E Q), 
and (Z, R) has a unique invariant measure. In this case, we can apply 4.8 directly. 
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We can write the transformed equations (4)w in the form (1 l)w , where the 
mean values Jo a(,) dp( w is zero. We take the form (6)w or (ll)w to be the ) 
“canonical form” for Class II equations. 
4.12. EXAMPLE. We give an example of equations (having the form (1 l)w) 
for which the assumptions of Class II hold. Let Q be the 2-torus iX?. Write 
w = (Piel, ezTiez), where 0 < 0, , 8, < 1. If a? is irrational number, we can 
define a minimal, a.p. flow (K’, R) by the formula 
w . t = (e2ni(el+at), ,nna+y (w E k”, t E R) 
According to ([ll]), th ere is an irrational number a, and functions 6, 
R: K” --f !R with the following properties: (i) 6 is analytic and has mean value 
zero; (ii) R(w . t) - R(w) = Ji b(w . s) d s ( w E .52, t E R); (iii) R is not equal p 
-a.e. to a continuous function on K2. Here p is Lebesgue measure on K2. 
Let b,, be a number which is not a rational combination of a and 1. We claim 
that, with those choices of 6, and g, equations (1 l),, are of Class II. 
To see this, observe first that j’i &U . s) ds is unbounded for each w E Q 
([Ill). Then view equations (ll)w as one-dimensional complex equations, as 
in the proof of 4.11 (c). Again using ([7], L emma 6.7), we see that no non-zero 
solution to any equation (1 l)w can be a.p. We next show that (2, R) has a unique 
invariant measure. It is easy to extend ([7], Lemma 2.1) to the case of real 
flows (see [12], L emma 1.4). Thus we must show there exists 710 measurable 
function s: K’ + C such that (i) 1 s(w)1 = 1 for all w E K”: (ii) s(w . t)/s(w) = 
eiCbot+S~G(w.s)dsl~-a.e. for ach t E l!& Writing T(W) = &R(w), we can rewrite (ii) 
as (ii)’ s(w . Q/s(w) = eibotr(~ . t),%(w) p-a.e. for each t E IR. In fact, there is 
no such s. For, suppose there is. Let U(U) = s(w)/r(w). Then u(w . f) = eit’otu(w); 
i.e., u is a measurable eigenfunction for the fiow (K2, R) with eigenvalue eibot. 
Putting the Fourier series of U(W) into both sides of the equation and comparing 
coefficients shows that b, must be a rational combination of 01 and 1. This contra- 
dicts our choice of b, . So the example is of Class II. 
4.13. Remark. There are actually Class II examples of the form (1 l)U 
with 6, = 0. In fact, let C,,(Q) -= (6: Q - R [ so b(w) &L(w) = 01. Then a 
residual set of b in C,,(Q) generate equations (1 l)w of Class IL A proof may be 
based on techniques of ([9]). 
Finally, suppose equations ( l)U are of Class III. The techniques of ([23]) 
will produce a strong Perron transformation taking equations (l)w to the form 
(1 l). . We omit further discussion of this, and instead show that Class III is 
nonempty. 
4.14. EXAMPLE. We conclude with a set of equations having the form (1 l)U 
which are of Class III. Let 1y, 6, and R be as in Example 4.13. Let b, = 0. It 
is shown in [ll] that equations (ll)w, with these choices of b, and 6, generate 
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a flow (L’, R) with uncountably many ergodic measures. Hence (2, FE) does not 
have a unique invariant measure. Also, the argument of Example 4.13 shows that 
no solution of any equation (1 l)W is a.p. 
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